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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT AND JUSTICE STANDING COMMITTEE — SECOND REPORT — 
“2017 WA STATE ELECTION: MAINTAINING CONFIDENCE IN OUR ELECTORAL PROCESS” 

Government Response — Statement by Minister for Electoral Affairs 
MR W.J. JOHNSTON (Cannington — Minister for Electoral Affairs) [12.17 pm]: I rise to respond on behalf 
of the government to the Community Development and Justice Standing Committee’s second report, 
“2017 WA State Election: Maintaining confidence in our electoral process”. 

The report has 27 recommendations. Recommendation 1 concerns the standing orders, and 22 recommendations 
are directed to the Western Australian Electoral Commission. Standing order 277(1) does not permit the 
government to respond to these recommendations, regardless of the relative merits of the recommendations or the 
views of the government. Standing order 277(1) permits the government to respond only to recommendations 
made to government, not recommendations made to others. 

It is not the normal practice of committees of the Assembly to make recommendations to persons who are not 
members of the Assembly. This leaves both the government and the WA Electoral Commission in an invidious 
position. Section 5F of the Electoral Act 1907 sets out the Electoral Commissioner’s various functions, and 
section 5F(2) makes clear that those functions are to be exercised independently. The construction of the 
committee’s recommendations has therefore left both the government and the Electoral Commissioner in an 
impossible position. 

As the Electoral Commissioner properly guards his independence, if the government responds to the Parliament 
in respect of the recommendations made to the commissioner, subsequent actions of the commissioner may be 
seen to be acting at the direction of government. This would seriously impact on the proper conduct of the 
commissioner and potentially impact on the confidence of the community in the independence of the conduct of 
elections. However, there are no provisions in the standing orders that would permit the Electoral Commissioner 
to respond to the committee’s recommendations. This means that the commissioner’s views are not known, 
because they cannot be known. It is possible for the commissioner to write directly to the committee, but any such 
correspondence would only become public if the committee chose to publish it, so again the community would not 
know directly all the facts. The committee could also invite the commissioner to respond to the report at a public 
hearing, but the government does not know whether this would be suitable to the commissioner. As the committee 
ignored the convention that recommendations for action are made only to members of the Assembly, the 
committee’s action has left the government in a seriously unsatisfactory position. Further, the committee has left 
the commissioner with no path to respond either. 

The government notes that recommendation 1 is a recommendation to amend the standing orders of the Assembly. 
Government has no role in amending standing orders, so it is not possible to respond. However, the government 
notes that, firstly, the committee has conducted this inquiry using its existing powers; and, secondly, that creating 
another standing committee would be possible only at great cost to WA taxpayers. Therefore, the government 
notes that the intention of this recommendation could be achieved within the current standing orders and budget 
allocations. Noting these salient facts, I now table the government’s response to the second report of the 
Community Development and Justice Standing Committee, particularly the three recommendations made to 
government. 

[See paper 1314.] 
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